1. Abbé MacPherson, "Memoirs -- 1792 -- 1793"  
2. " " "Repeal of the Penal Laws 1793"
3. Mission affairs, 1794 - 1803
4. Scottish agents at Rome, 1792 - 1804
5. Roman documents, 1793 - 1828
6. Letter from J. MacPherson to his tutors, 1797 - 1801

French Revolution

7. English Poor Clares imprisoned at Rouen [1792-95]
9. Brion Papen, 1797 - c. 1802
10. "Réponse à différentes difficultés relatives à la Révolution Française," 1793
11. Education for Spanish refugees, nd.

Mission

12. Mission affairs, 1804 - 26
13. Fight for Catholic emancipation, 1813 - 23
14. Catholic emancipation, 1816 - 21
15. "Resolutions" regarding the Three Vicariates, c. 1826
17. Three Vicariates Controversy: Lampoons, 1827 - 28

Correspondence with Propaganda, 1804 - 29

Burke + Hare

35. J. Browne correspondence re ... Burke + Hare, etc., 1829

Certificates etc.

36. Certificates of taking oath, abjuration; 1793 - 1826
37. Passport and travel documents, 1798 - 1828
38. Baptism and other certificates to priests + church students, 1799 - 1824
39. Baptism certificates to laymen, 1792 - 1824
40. Marriage and other certificates, 1799 - 1826
41. Character references for laymen, 1804 - 23
42. Miscellanea, 1789 - 1828

43 - 46. Legal Documents, 1794 - 1829

Legal

47. Minutes of meeting of Edinburgh Catholics, 1828
48. Printed pamphlets, 1791 - 1828
49. Transcripts from Dublin archives, 1791
50. Gregor Mc Gregor and Poyato, 1822
51. Printed pamphlets -- not Scottish, 1789 - 1824
1. ROBERT NACPHERSON.: "Memoirs for the end of 1792 and for the whole of 1793".

2. ROBERT NACPHERSON.: "Relation of the means by which the Repeal of the Penal Laws against the Catholics of Scotland was obtained in June 1793"

Three copies sewn together: a) Abbé Macpherson's hand, b) fair copy, c) copy in Italian.
MISSION AFFAIRS (Govt. Grant, Regiments, etc.) 1794-1803

1. John Fletcher, President; and R. MacDonald, secretary: Account of the Catholic meeting at Fort Augustus on forming a Highland Catholic regiment, etc., 1794

2. "Queries relating to the Roman Catholics in Scotland in consequence of the late act of parliament in their favour", sent to Solicitor General, 1794.


4. Copy of Queries & Answers (nos. 2, 3, above)

5. Sir John Cox Hippisley: certificate as to the loyalty and probity of Bp Hay and his colleagues, 1797

6. Bishops & administrators, Gibstown, to the clergy & congregations, on the poor state of the Mission's finances; need to reduce quotas, 1799.

7. Need for further reduction in quotas; congregations should pay priest a sum equal to what they already pay as rent, 1798.

8. Alexander MacKay, Adjutant General Office: general order to Commanding Officers to permit their men to attend chapel + meeting house or their own persuasion whenever the opportunity arises, 1798 (copy).


10. Note written by the Lord Advocate in the presence of Bps Hay & Chisholm on the amount & distribution of the Government grant [1800].

11. Bp Hay to the Lowland clergy, giving his reasons why he cannot increase their quota as they had petitioned, [1800].

12. Address by 13 Lowland priests to Bp Hay in answer to above, [1800].


14. Sheriff of Shetland: certificate as to the need of Andrew Bricom, French priest living in Shetland, for Government relief [1802-03].

15. Bp Cameron: certificate that James Stewart, parochial schoolmaster of the Edinburgh Catholic congregation is unfit for Militia service, 1802 (copy).


17. Robert Boog & others, Powley: Testimony as to Mr Nicolai's diligence as a teacher, and as to his conduct, 1802.

18. Licence to Francois Nicolai, French emigré, to reside in Fyr for 6 months, 1803.

19. Mr Charles Maxwell, Mission procurator, certifying that Bp Cameron has given him powers to make various arrangements, 1803, (Spanish).

20. Bp Hay: formula of intimating a dispensation to an invalid marriage, nd.


22. Attempt to get a continuation of the Government grant, nd (draft).
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SCOTTISH AGENTS AT ROME 1792-1804

2. Bishop Hay recommending Paul MacPherson who is being sent to Rome as the new agent for the Scottish Mission, 5 July 1793.
3. Bishop Hay: faculties to Paul MacPherson as agent, 8 July 1793, copy.
5. Bishop Hay and Chisholm: powers granted to Paul MacPherson as procurator when he returns to Rome, 10 Nov 1799.
6. Draft of above.
7. Copy of above.
8. Bishop Hay appointing Willes Moor as temporary procurator at Rome, 10 Dec 1799.
9, 10: draft of copy of above.
11. Faculties given to Mr MacPherson as procurator for the Mission at Rome, 5 April 1802, copy.

ROMAN DOCUMENTS: (Hay's Resignation etc.) 1793-1828

1. Mr James Sharp granted leave to read prohibited books, 1793, (Italian).
2. Decree q Propaganda regarding students in Sacb College, Rome, 1794, (Latin).
   "George Mathison", "George Maxwell", respectively on covers.
5. Pius VII: Dispensation to Scotland for Easter and Pentecost Sunday and Tuesday, 1800 (Italian).
6. Papal dispensation to Bp Hay from saying the Breviary, and leave to resign his charge, 1805 (Italian).
7. Bp Hay: formal resignation of his charge into the hands of his coadjutor, Bp Cameron, 1805, (Latin).
LETTERFOURIE'S LETTER TO HIS TUTORS, 1797-1801

1. George Mathison "Particulars respecting Mr Gordon's letter to his tutors", [1800]
2. Copy of part of above.
3.4. Other copies of above, headed "Narrative of Facts, drawn up in September 1800 by Mr Mathison at the particular request of a friend, relative to Mr Gordon's letter to his tutors".
5. Anonymous letter to Bishop Hay regarding Mr Mathison's implication in the composition of Letterfourie's letter [1801].
6. Declaration of non-involvement in composition of Letterfourie's letter, copy, unsigned [1801].
7. Note regarding Letterfourie's letter, unsigned, dated Cockaben, 8 April [1801].
8. Memorandum regarding Letterfourie's letter, 8 April 1801, unsigned.
9. Bishop Hay: notes regarding Letterfourie's letter made from Mr Reid's narrative of the facts [1801].

10. A Letter from Mr Gordon to Letterfourie to his tutors, 22 Feb 1797, transcribed by Victor Gaffney from Gordon Castle papers in 1956 (Note: for another copy of same see DL.4/14).
12. Same to same, 26 Feb 1797, transcript by Gaffney.

Note: see also correspondence by Hay, John Reid and G Mathison in BL.

ENGLISH POOR CLAUSES: "An account of the troubles and sufferings of the English Poor Clauses during their imprisonment at Rouen in the beginning of the French Revolution" [c.1793] (seven pp)

FRENCH REVOLUTION.

1. "Abrege' raisonné' d'une dissertation sur la Soumission a la Republique francaise et sur la souverainete'" (seven pages)
BRICON PAPERS

SNS/10/14 & SNS/11/4 are drafts of the same text:

"De la guerre acharnée et de ses conséquences diverses."

SNS/10/14 is not folded properly. The beginning ("Rien n'est si simple...") is "inside".

Both these drafts are incomplete but SNS/10/14 is a slightly longer version.

SNS/15/16 (English) seems to be a translation of the above text (at least of the latter part of SNS/10/14, which deals with the warm reception Treherne met with in Britain. Maybe what is missing in SNS/10/14 is the French version of SNS/15/16 .... ?)
PAPERS OF REV. ADRIEN PIERRE BRICON, FRENCH REFUGEE TEACHER OF FRENCH

1. Letter to M. Bricon from his mother, 23 September 1797.
2. Letter to M. Bricon from M. Longuettilene, Reading, 25 July 1798.
3-8 Notes and scraps, some of which could possibly be exercises in translation into English.
9. Letter signed 'Adrian Bricon about the whereabouts of various French emigré pupils'. Bricon himself was at Elgin for a time, & at time of writing was in Aberdeen 18 December 1800.
10. Account.
11-16 Bits of letters, or notes for letters.
17. Letter to M. Bricon from his mother, 10 September 1801.
18. M. Longuettilene to M. Bricon, 16 March 1798.
19. Adrian Bricon to 'Madame' - letter of thanks.
20. Letter re. invitation to dinner.

BRICON PAPERS CONT'D

1-4 Notes & scraps of letters.
5-6 Account dated Kirkwall 29 May 1801, 12 May 1801.
7. Small letter, 6 May 1805.
8-12 Scraps & letters.
13. Envelope containing scraps of paper - letters etc - too small to describe.
15. Part of long essay on religion, morality etc.
17-19 Notes presumably to do with M. Bricon's teaching.
20. Note - Madame Ray Larue?

BRICON PAPERS CONT'D

1. Invoice from Black Bull Inn, Banff.
3. Part of letter about the promise for foreigner trying to learn English.
5-27 English idioms and standard letter forms, etc. presumably to do with teaching.

BRICON PAPERS CONT'D


BRICON PAPERS CONT'D

1-25 as above.

BRICON PAPERS CONT'D

1-27 as above.
15  **BRICON PAPERS CONT'D**

1. William Duff, Duke Street to M. Bricon saying he has no time to receive instruction at present.
2. Letter from Bricon about amount due to him for teaching someone's children.
3. About the climate of opinion in Paris being now pro-royal. (c.1814?)
4. Biblical quotation: "By the waters of Babylon we sat down and wept.
5. Note about affairs in France.
6. Quotation from "God save the King".
7. Part of a description of a campaign in Italy.
8. About public speaking.
9. Part of a letter about Napoleon.
10. Note about French politics.
11. Note about Napoleon & his wife.
12. On the prospect of France re-establishing the monarchy.
15. "La femme méprise et rejetée" - poem in French.
16. Address, Rev. Bricon in the name of the French emigres in praise of Britain's generosity and kindness.
18. Mr Young, Elgin to M. Bricon accepting an invitation to call.
19. J. Murray to M. Bricon about the letter's application to join the Hussars.
20. Edward Coulston, Stromness to M. Bricon about the letter's coming to Stromness to teach. November 1801.

16  **BRICON PAPERS CONT'D**

1. List of Scottish towns - mentions Rev. George Matheson, Forthiaber.
3. Mr Yule to M. Bricon inviting him to tea.
4. Mr Gowan, Edinburgh to M. Bricon, - can't take French lessons at present.
5. James Neser - unable to have a Bricon round that evening.
6. Mr Forsyth inviting M. Bricon to dinner.
7. 8. Letters from M. Bricon's mother, 1802.
10. Notes in Latin about clergy.
11. About Napoleon.
12. Receipt. Mr John Grant, minister of Elgin paid me guinea to learn French from M. Bricon, 1799-1800.
13. "From a French Journal".
14. Address to the parents whose children he taught (Bricon presumably).
15. Bill of exchange.
BRICON PAPERS contd.

14. Prayer for British Royal Family
15. Notes in Italian
16. Mr Heseltine settling Mr Bricom's account
17. Miss Hornby resuming French lessons with Mr Bricom
18. Two letters Young to Mr Bricom about French lessons.
19. Scraps & notes (6 items in an envelope)

14. "RESPONSES a Differentes Difficultes relatives a la Revolution Francaise" : proces-verbal of 10 moral & canonical conferences of French émigré clergy held at Jersey, 1793. Ms notebook which belonged to M. Hardy, a French priest who lived at Musselburgh. Sewn pp. ED mark

18. EDUCATION FOR SPANISH REFUGEES [early 19th cent.]

1. "Proposal for affording education to the sons of Spanish refugees now resident in Britain", nd.
2. "Proposal to establish a college in Edinburgh for the above purpose", nd.
MISSION AFFAIRS: Nairn. I. Gordon. Regiments. 1804-


3. Answers as above by Bishop Hay, 14 Aug 1804, copy by Abbe' MacPherson.

4. Draft of 3 above.

5. William Robertson, procurator of the Church of Scotland: petition to the Sheriff deputy of Perthshire that Donald MacNairn, Catholic school-teacher, be investigated as to his suitability as a teacher, 15 Feb 1804, copy.

6. Certificate in favour of Donald MacNairn from various parties, 1801-03, copy.

7. Principal Alexander Gordon: note on the fate of some of the Paris archives entrusted to Mr Charles Bruce Roslyn, March 1804.

8. Thomas Biggins, Edinburgh to Bishop Cameron: "queries respecting the insignia of patriarchs and other bishops ---" 26 Sept 1804.

9. Contract for shipping boxes and chests from Aberdeen to Dr John Gordon, High School Yarmouth, and Bishop Cameron, Blackfriars Wynd, 1807.

10. Principal Gordon: statement of the grounds on which his Government allowance was granted in 1778; written in London 11 Nov 1808.

11. W. MacDonnell, Captain, and J. MacDowell, Ensign, Edinburgh, petitioning that the Brigade be asked to give permission for Catholic members of the regiment to attend chapel on Sundays and Holy Days, 13 May 1809.

12. Regimental order from Edinburgh Castle to Catholic soldiers to parade on Sundays and march to and from the chapel under the orders of Captain MacNairn and Ensign MacDowell, 19 May (1809).

13. Copy of 11, 12 above by Bishop Cameron.

14. Roman Catholics of Ayr to Mr Nicol (i.e. Mr Nicholas, French emigré priest) about the management of their funds [1812]. Signed by 26 members of the congregation.

15. Proved of Ayr, Rector of Ayr Academy and Robert Foulis, ministers: certificate as to Mr Nicholas's excellence as a French teacher at Ayr Academy, 1 Jan 1812.

16. William Shepherd and Robert Harvey, asking Mr Gordon to increase the amount he gives to the begging poor, 2 Jan 1816.

17. Petition of publishers to Rev. Manuel asking Bishop Cameron to have the book revised so that he can give it his approval, 1816.

18. Catholics of Major Dansey's company of the 88th regiment, Fort George to Bishop Cameron petitioning for the services of a priest, 14 Jan 1818.

19. Brine Sudd, prisoner in Edinburgh's New Jail to Bishop Cameron; petition that Cameron try to save his life, 22 Nov 1819.

21-22. Bp. Cameron: address q welcome to George IV on behalf of the Scottish Catholic clergy on the occasion of his visit to Edinburgh [1822] (draft + pair copy)

23. "Education in Ireland", from "Dublin Weekly Register", 1826
24. Students at Selb College Rome to James Kyle, sending him a cross with various relics set into it, 1826

20 Fight for Catholic Emancipation, 1813-23

1. Board of British Catholics: minutes of meeting held at Lord Clifford's house, 1813 (ms copy)
2. Notes on Abp Troy's letter to Propaganda, 1813, ms
3. Minutes of meeting of Scots + English bishops re: emancipation, with a copy letter re: draft petition to Parliament requesting the repeal of RC disabilities, 1813, ms
4. Resolutions passed by Board of British Catholics at Earl of Shrewsbury's house, 1814. Printed sheet signed by Edward Jenneringham + sent to John Menzies
5. Minutes of Durham meeting, Abbe' MacPherson present, 1814, ms
6. Bp Wm Peynter: commentary on the extent of the Pope's jurisdiction over British subjects, 1821, ms copy
7. Sentiments of the Cabinet Ministers on the Catholic question, 1823, ms
8. Petition drawn up by Daniel O'Connell, with a few signatures, nd.

21 Roman Catholic Emancipation: Volume q ms extracts copied from newspapers, 1816-21. ¶ 37-81 are in James Carruthers' hand. ED stamp a pl.

22 Resolutions passed at a meeting or meetings of the priests of the southern part of the Lowland District. All are hostile towards the division of the Mission into Three Vicariates. [c.1826]
SCOTTISH MISSION, 1789-1829

DIVISION OF MISSION INTO THREE VICARIATES, 1824-28

1. Extracts from letters to Bp Peteson, 1824-26, which prove that Bp Cameron had made over the whole of his authority (except the Edinburgh house) to Bp Peteson.

2. Papal brief dividing Scotland into 3 Vicariates and naming the Vicar Apostolic to have charge over the new districts, 1827.


4. Protest letter from 10 priests stationed in the South of Scotland to Bp Peteson, against the proposed new Vicariates, etc., 1827.

5-6. Copies of above sent to Donald Carmichael and James Sharp.

7. Same 10 priests to James Kyle asking him to oppose the proposed division and to refuse the episcopacy of the Northern District, 1827.

8. Letter to Pope from some NE priests stating their obedience to Rome and acceptance of the division (drafts in Donald Carmichael's hand).

9. James Kyle [on behalf of NE priests?] submitting to Papal decree re division into 3 vicariates, (draft) nd.

10. Highland priests to Bp Macrae (accounting to new divisions, [1827]) (copy).


13. "Resolution proposed by Mr Fraser and seconded by Mr Bennett at the meeting in the Crown Hotel, afterwards referred to in the shape of objections --- as against removal from Edinburgh to Mr Reid + Mr Bremner. (2 copies, one with an explanatory note added)."


16. Charles Gordon, Aberdeen: notes on the episcopal consecration to take place on Sunday in his chapel [1828].

17. Anonymous letter to Charles Gordon praising the service of episcopal consecration, 1828.

18. James Kyle on behalf of the 3 new Vicars Apostolic nominated: rules to govern the new division as regards Vicar Apostolic, coadjutors, priests, temporalis, blanks, etc. (various drafts, one in English, 3 in Latin).

THREE VICTORIAN CONTROVERSY, Lampoons, 1827 - 28

1. "Lampoon 1. B - p. p. t - n - - , Now that your course is run"

2-3 Other copies q Lampoon 1.

4. "Lampoon 2: Letter addressed to James Kyle, Glasgow about the
Squabbling juggling of Bp. Paterson and Dr. Scott." Dated
Edinburgh, 27 Aug 1827, jsnd folded with 1 above.

5. "Lampoon 3: Glasgow S - tt, Glasgow S - tt, It seemed I knew you not"
Addressed to Andrew Scott, Glasgow. Postmark 28 Aug 1827.

6. "Lampoon 4: "The Spirit of Truth over Scotia stood drooping"

7. "Lampoon 5: "The Good Bishop to his Clergy sends greetings"
Addressed to Andrew Scott. Postmark 6 Sept 1827.

8. Another copy q Lampoon 5 addressed to Dr. Reid, Edinburgh.

9-11. "Lampoon 6: "Trial of the Right Reverend Alex. F - t - n Bishop
Cardinal --- Legate. Extraordinary sent by the Holy See to
settle"

12. Copy q Lampoons 1 - 6 (6 is not completed).

13. "Lampoon 7: "The Church is in danger, each bane exclaims",
Chile to Mr. Kyle, postmark 21 Sept 1827.

14. "Lampoon 8: Letter to Mr. Kyle pointing him to reconsider. The
danger to the Catholic Religion of the present dissenters,
Dated Edinburgh 26 Sept 1827, and ending the
"2nd. edition q the Trial."

about the person who has thrust himself upon them ---

"deposition." q Bp. Cameron, n.d.

17. "Lampoon 12: about Bp. Paterson's engaging the sanctuary for
"dancing," etc. It purports to be a report sent to an
Edinburgh newspaper, n.d.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA 1804-06

1. Bishops Hay, Cameron, John Chisholm and Frank Chisholm to Cardinal Borgia from Possnene, 15 Aug 1804, copy
2. Same, Possnene to Cardinal Esquivel congratulating him on his appointnent as Protector, 14 Aug 1804, copy
3. Bishop Hay: memorial to Pius VII, 1805
4. Cardinal Esquivel to the Scottish Bishops promising to do his best for the Mission, 1805
5. Abbe' MacPherson: Memorial about the Scots College, Rome, 1805, draft
6. Propaganda to the Scottish bishops about appointing a Highland road builder, 9 Feb 1805, copy
7. Grant of money from Propaganda to the bishops and seminary, 6 April 1805
8. Copy of above by Abbe' MacPherson
9-11 Bishops, Letter to Cardinal Esquivel about Lismore seminary, the consecration of Bp Angus Chisholm, Hay's poor health, the state of the Scots College Rome, 24 Sept 1805, copy, by Bp Cameron and Abbe' MacPherson.
14. Memorial to Propaganda about grants of money to the Mission, 1805, draft.
15. Abbe' MacPherson to the Pope: memorial about the debt owed by the Scots College, Rome to Alexander Stowe, [1805] draft.
16. Bishops, Edinburgh to Propaganda about grant of money, 12 March 1806, copy
17-18 Propaganda to Scottish bishops about above grant of money, 15 March 1806, original and copy
19. Bp Hay to Propaganda about the state of the Scots Colleges abroad and about the authorities, 24 Oct 1806, copy
20. Scottish Bishops to Propaganda about the effects of the war, 12 May 1806.
1. Dispensation from the obligation to write yearly to Propaganda, 14 Aug 1807

2. Bps. Cameron, John Chisholm and Angus Chisholm, Treshane to Cardinal Erskine thanking him for his support, 14 Aug 1807, and F E hib. MacPherson in the same vein; copy q letters.

3. Same, Treshane to Propaganda; the Jesuits; Bp Hay's failing health 14 Aug 1807


5. Rgr Quarrantelli to hib. MacPherson about liturgical calendar, 19 Jan 1810

6. Same to Bp Paynter; rescript, 16 Feb 1814, copy

7. Cardinal Litta to all Bishops etc; circular letter, 15 June 1814, copy sent to Bp Hay

8. Letter to Bp congratulating him on his release from captivity, ad, draft.

9. Bps. Cameron and Chisholm to Cardinal Litta, 27 Feb 1815

10. Letter to Propaganda, 27 Feb 1815, draft

11. Faculties granted to the Vicars Apostolic, 13 April 1815, copy

12. Cardinal Litta; the question of emancipation in Britain, 26 April 1815, copy

13-14. Cardinal Litta; letter dated 26 April 1815; three more copies.

15. Rescript for saying new offices, 26 Nov 1815, signed by Quarrantelli.


17. Manuscript copy of above sent to Bp Cameron.

18. Cardinal Litta to Bp Paynter about emancipation, election of Bishops, etc, 1 March 1817, copy

19. Bp Cameron to Propaganda: Alexander Paterson's consecration, Seaberry Colleges in France, etc, 28 June 1817, draft

20-21. Other similar drafts to above, 28 June 1817.
1. Bp Smith, Durham to Bp Cameron: Dr Peyter's remarks on Gandy's works. The Stonyhurst Jesuits say they don't want the College at Rome; 6 March 1818, together with copy of letter from Pius VII on same topics.
2. English and Scottish Vicars Apostolic to Pope about Gandy's works, 14 April 1818, copy.
3. Bp Smith, Durham to Bp Cameron about sending a joint letter to Rome about affairs in Paris; the English College, Rome; the restoration of the Jesuits; 15 April 1818.
4. Bp Gibson to Bp Cameron enclosing copy of a letter from Cardinal Litta about the restoration of the Jesuits; 3 June 1818.
5. Petition for a Highland Vicar Apostolic; 15 Jan 1819, copy.
6. Bp Cameron: death of Bp Chalmers; most Highland priests favour Ronald Mac Donald as his successor; 15 Jan 1819, draft.
7. Decree of Propaganda respecting vicars exercising their faculties; 25 Sept 1819.
8. Bishops to Propaganda about faculties granted to Stonyhurst regarding students; Oct 1819, draft.
11. English & Scottish Bishops to Pope; 30 Oct 1819, draft.
12. Cardinal Consulini to Bp Cameron, copy, together with an extract copied by Bp Peyter; 1820.
13. Pius VII about Stonyhurst, etc.; 18 April 1820, copy.
14. Bps Smith & Cameron to Pope; 26 June 1820, copy.
15. Same to Cardinal Consalvi; 26 June 1820, copy.
17. Same about Bible Society schools; 5 Aug 1820, printed circular, copy sent to Bp Cameron, signed original.
18. Bp Ronald Mac Donald to Propaganda about missions at Valladolid, etc.; 10 Oct 1820.
19. Draft letter about the Marquis diariu Sperza, brother to the Cardinal; [1820].
20. Translation of above into Italian.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, Nov 1824 - 1825

1. Cardinal Fontana to Bp Cameron, 17 Nov 1824
2. Cardinal Consabili to Bp Cameron, 25 May 1822
3. Same to same, 14 Sept 1822
4. Bp Paterson: draft memorial to Propaganda, 15 Aug
5. [?] draft memorial to Propaganda, 16 Oct 1822
6. Cardinal Consabili to Bp Paterson, 7 Dec 1822
7. Same to Bp Cameron, 18 Dec 1822
8. Cardinal Somaglia to Bp Cameron, 7 Feb 1824
9-10 Agn Capranica, about students at the Scots College, Rome, Decree of Propaganda regarding the oath, 2 copies, 15 Feb 1824
11. Cardinal Somaglia to Bp Paterson, 26 June 1824
12. Agn Capranica to Bp Cameron, 7 Aug 1824
13. Cardinal Somaglia to Bp Cameron, 20 Aug 1825
14. Copy of above
15. Same to Bp Paterson: faculties 20 Aug 1825
16. Bp Cameron to Propaganda, draft, Sept 1825
17-18 same to same, copies/drafts, 24 Sept 1825

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1826

1. Agn Capranica to Bp Cameron: notice of Jubilee, 15 Jan 1826
2. Bp Cameron to Cardinal Somaglia, copy, 10 March 1826
3. Cardinal Somaglia to Bp Cameron, 15 April 1826
4. Propaganda to Bp Cameron, 5 July 1826
5. Bp Paterson: history of post-Reformation Catholic bishops in Scotland, draft, [1826]
7. As above, but in English, not Latin
8. Bp Paterson to Cardinal Pacca, draft, 1826
Correspondence with Propaganda, 1827 (Jan - Aug)

1. By Paterson: draft letter to Propaganda, never sent, 1827.
2. Cardinal Cappellari to James Kyle, Bishop elect, 19 Feb 1827.
4. Ags Caprano to By Paterson, 20 Feb 1827.
6. [?] to Propaganda, draft, 15 June 1827.
7. Scottish priests, Dumbarton to Propaganda, draft, 1827.
8. By Paterson to Cardinal de Lati, Rheims, draft, [1827].
9-11 [Mr Kyle, etc.?] - draft letters to Rome, 1827.
12. Suppressed letter from the "repugnants" against the three Vicariates. Copy in By Paterson's hand, 1827.
13-14 Draft letter and fair copy: Messrs Kyle and Scott to Propaganda, 15 June 1827.
16. Same to Mr Kyle, 14 July 1827.
17. Same to Mr Scott, 11 July 1827, copy in Scott's hand.

Correspondence with Propaganda, 1827 contd. (Aug - Sept)

1-2 Scottish priests to Rome after the Huntly meeting, 2 copies, 1827.
3. Same to same, copy, 1827.
4. Messrs Ballion, Sharp, M'Nab in etc to Rome, never sent, 1827.
5-10 Conjunt letters: By Paterson to others, to Rome, never sent, 1827.
11. Mr James Kyle to Propaganda, draft, 1827.
12. By Paterson to Propaganda, draft, August 1827.
13. Proposed regulations for appointing bishops, moderators, placing priests and students to the different Vicariates etc, 1827.
15-17 Same to Rome, draft letters, Sept 1827.
19-21 Same, drafts of (16) above.
CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1827 Contd. (Sept - Dec)

1-2 Bp. Paterson to Cardinal Cappellari, drafts, 1827
3-5 same : draft letters, 1827
6 Bishop MacDonald to the Propaganda, copy in Mr Scott's hand, together with a copy in his own hand of Mr Kyle's letter to same, Sept 1827
7 Cardinal Cappellari to Bp. Paterson, 29 Sept 1827
8 Cardinal de Lati to Bp. Paterson, 17 Oct 1827
9 Bp. MacDonald to Rome, copy by Mr Scott, Oct 1827
10 Cardinal Cappellari to Bp. Paterson, 1 Dec 1827
11 same to same, 8 Dec 1827

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1828

11. Cardinal Cappellari to Bp. Paterson, 6 Jan 1828
12. same to Mr James Kyle, 7 June 1828
13. same to Bp. Paterson, 7 June 1828
14. same to same, 14 June 1828
15. same to Mr James Kyle, 14 June 1828
18-9 drafts of copies of (17) above
12. Cardinal Bonfetti to A. J. A. Smith, Edinburgh, copy, 6 Nov 1828
13-15 [By Paterson and Kyle] to Propaganda, drafts, Nov 1828

CORRESPONDENCE WITH PROPAGANDA, 1829

1. Propaganda to Kyle: assissin + jubilee,
2-3 Bps. Paterson, MacDonald, Scott + Kyle to Pius VIII, drafts + fair copy
4-9 __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __
10 Pius VIII and Cardinal Cappellari: copy letters
11 Cardinal Cappellari to Bp. Paterson